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Abstract. In many industries, particularly discrete manufacturing, companies can
benefit from conducting product-cost optimization as early as possible. Given the
amount of data to be analyzed in the costing process, the lack of dedicated
information system support, and the pressure to quickly estimate the cost of new
products, the potential for cost optimization is often underexploited. In this paper,
we present an approach for leveraging machine learning capabilities, including
similarity and anomaly analysis, to improve the identification of product-cost
optimization potentials and therefore, improve the quality of early cost estimates.
For the approach to succeed, however, ongoing training of a model based on a
high-quality dataset is crucial. Thus, we also propose the machine learning
approach’s integration with our long-term research project toward improving the
management of cost optimization during product development.

Keywords: Product costing, product-cost optimization, machine learning,
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1 Problem Context

To ensure long-lasting economic success amid globalization, shortened product life
cycles, and growing product diversity, companies seek support for conducting product-
cost optimization [1], [2]. Despite the immense potential of early cost optimization [3],
[4], our prior research has shown that early optimization lacks dedicated information
system (IS) support [2], [5]. In response, our long-term research project grounded on
design science research methodology [6], [7] aims to improve IS support for early cost
optimization. Based on industry-evaluated requirements and IS implementation
hurdles, we developed an approach that aims at improving the management of cost-
optimization measures, supporting the phases of identifying, elaborating, evaluating,
and implementing optimization measures. This measure management (MM) approach,
including optimization examples, is depicted in [5] and [8] in detail.
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In this context, this paper takes up an idea that emerged from our research project:
The automated identification of optimization potentials [2], [8]. Such a functionality is
especially important in the discrete manufacturing industry, where products such as
cars and special-purpose machines comprise up to 100,000 components. Due to this
and further practical challenges [2], [8], the complexity of optimization is hardly
manageable manually. Therefore, industry demands IS approaches to support the
identification of optimization potentials by using available datasets [5], [9].

Thus, on the one hand, this paper showcases machine learning (ML) approaches for
identifying optimization potentials. On the other hand, the paper identifies a means of
improving the accuracy of ML algorithms by incorporating the MM approach from our
long-term research project.

2 Machine Learning goes Measure Management

2.1 Measure Identification

To demonstrate the potential of ML for early product-cost optimization, we first
introduce two exemplary optimization use cases from industry [5]. We use these to
develop suitable approaches for self-optimizing algorithms. These approaches then
form the foundation for demonstrating the interaction between the MM approach based
on [8] and self-optimizing algorithms that support the identification of cost
optimization potentials. This paper summarizes such self-optimizing algorithms under
the term ML according to the definition in [10], which defines ML as a specific system
design that allows the system to learn from data and improve with experience [10].

The first approach, a similar parts search, helps users locate similar but preferable
(e.g., cheaper) materials [9]. For that, a user selects a certain material in a product
costing structure. Based on dedicated material attributes like description, material
number, weight, plant, etc., the approach starts the search for materials with similar
attributes in the master data and previous costing structures. The single similar
attributes are found using fuzzy search [11], with subsequent defining of the overall
degree of similarity of the target and similar materials as a weighted sum of single
similarity scores. The weight coefficients are defined using an optimization algorithm
which analyzes the historical similar products. As result, the ML algorithm
recommends a list of similar materials, ranked by their degree of similarity to the one
selected [12]. This list of similar but possibly more suitable materials can be used to
create an optimization measure as described in [5]. By creating such a measure, the user
can accept the respective recommendation to replace the originally selected material.

The second approach involves plausibility checks, based on the work of Vosough
and Vasyutynskyy [13], whose main goal was identifying potential user-made errors
by assessing the validity and plausibility of items within a costing structure. Since only
a small set of examples of such errors is known, which makes usage of the supervised
ML approaches difficult, Vosough and Vasyutynskyy concentrated on the unsupervised
model-based algorithms for anomaly detection. These algorithms detect potential errors
in cost estimates as anomalies, i.e., significant deviations from the values of typical
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material attributes (e.g., price and weight) or typical costing structures, in which the
attribute values and structures are learned from historical cost estimates. The detected
anomalies are then converted into human readable messages [13], which can be used to
create a dedicated optimization measure [5]. Different anomaly detection algorithms
can be used [14], whereas we identified the adjusted approach based on the Z-Score of
the data points as most robust for different use cases in our context. In this adjusted
approach, the thresholds for anomaly detection are not constant, but are defined
dynamically dependent on the number of samples, their statistical distribution as well
as user-defined settings (patent filed [15]). The approach was validated and adjusted
based on real data and feedback from four large, international companies.

Figure 1 drafts ML recommendations from our research project and how both
approaches could potentially be integrated with IS for product costing. The left side
shows the similar parts search containing the list of similar materials for a hexagonal
screw, which can be replaced by either the same material from another plant (PT1) or
another material (M16). The right side shows results of plausibility checks. In addition
to the anomalies identified, the potential cost impact of these anomalies on the product-
cost estimate are also calculated and displayed.

Figure 1. User interface mockups for the similar parts search and plausibility checks

2.2 Problem Case: Labeled Data

Both the similar parts search and plausibility checks can be realized with unsupervised
[16] and supervised learning [17]. The latter requires a high quantity and quality of data
(e.g., labels, master data, costing information, and bill of materials) to accurately train
the ML model. As mentioned above, it is difficult to obtain the required large labeled
datasets, given the need for extraordinary manual effort and the variety of potential
errors in the costing structures [18]. Moreover, specific domain knowledge in product
costing is required to accurately label the data [2], [9], [19].

To address those setbacks, which are quite common in ML [20], the presented
approaches start with unsupervised learning using fuzzy search [11] as well as statistical
and hierarchical algorithms [14]. Although these approaches are already a good support
in improving the product-cost estimate quality, they require company-specific
calibration and do not deal well with special use cases, which may result in false
positives or missed errors. To combine the ML with the knowledge from the user
without overwhelming the latter with additional efforts, we propose integrating the ML
algorithms with our approach of MM [8]. We extend the approach with supervised
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learning to further improve the ML algorithms and thereby raise the quality of
optimization recommendations (Figure 2).

With the initial ML model trained by unsupervised learning, we use inference to
generate recommendations. The user now has the option to either mark the
recommendations as irrelevant or, if it seems reasonable, initiate an optimization
measure for further processing (Figure 1). All recommendations marked as irrelevant
are flagged as false positives. With the initiation of an optimization measure, the
respective recommendation is labeled implicitly as true positive and later labeled again
after the measure has successfully been applied to the product [5].

Figure 2. Measure management as an enabler of supervised learning

In sum, positive and negative feedback is used to retrain the models so future
recommendations are more accurate (Figure 2). Thus, the user’s feedback is reused
without additional effort for labeling data. In that way, we can continuously improve
learning results for both ML approaches and increase the accuracy of algorithms, even
if optimization recommendations are not ultimately applied to the product.

3 Status Quo and Outlook

The initial unsupervised learning of the described optimization approaches has already
been implemented in the context of our research partner’s system SAP Product
Lifecycle Costing (see [21]) to propose optimization potentials [12], [13]. To date,
unsupervised learning has been performed with a set of real data representing four large,
international companies in the discrete manufacturing industry, each with more than
10,000 employees. For them, plausibility checks detect anomalies and potential errors
for up to 5% of all available line items in the provided costing structures. This error rate
is surprisingly high, which can be explained on the one hand by undiscovered errors
caused by manual editing of costing structures with up to 100,000 line items and on the
other hand by the fact that the unsupervised approaches result in false positives in
specific use cases. Therefore, we look forward to validating and further training of the
ML models with the help of our presented approach.

With continuous improvement of the models and more profound results, further
automation of the process is possible. For example, the most certain recommendations
can be automatically implemented for entire product development projects with
minimal manual effort. Even the creation of new costing structures based on identified
typical costing structures and user-provided parameters is conceivable.
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